Back to service details

you desire to work, do some thing in life, 5th lord budha is in 10th. You are prone to health
problems caused by cold, water and contaminated food. Whatever the problems, you are not
troubled for a long time - they come and quickly go off. No prolonged sickness.
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Married life is not up to the mark due to profession of both of you, short tempered nature of
both of you. Also, there will be religious functions (vows - vratas) that keep you apart, this is
like the wife doing some vrata for the good of husband or that husband going on pilgrimage.
Though the relationship is not up to the mark, there is stability and both of you help other in
religious development. Even the professional life of both of you has reduced the quality of
married life. Considerable life span - 86 to 102 years. Shukra in 8th shows enjoyment of life fun, vehicles, gold etc., and also it shows that the accumulated wealth is lost. Looks like the
chart of the last of kings - who do not have kingdom (source of revenue) but only prestige
(that makes them to spend). You must have lost considerable amount in court battle or
business deceptions etc., As neechtwa of shukra is cancelled, you will of course have
sufficient wealth to enjoy life and also to pass on to next generation not all the badness,
Shukra provides for spending also. Fond of mantras, being carried away by the sound
(pronunciation) of mantras and you will not bother about the meaning. Highly idealistic,
quarrelsome for the sake of religious beliefs, unforgiving any breach of trust. Strained
relationship with father or loss of father in the early part of life, which caused set backs in
your life. A good profession related to engineering, medicine (surgery), machines, math,
buildings and agriculture, publication of books on these subjects (represented by budha),
insects, microbes, honey bees and birds (pigeons) represented by ketu. Husband is a good
support in your profession. It could also mean, you are working in husband company - like
husband is owner and you are MD. Good profits and success in life guru aspects his own 11th
house but is retrograde- there are set backs also. Both lagna and 12th lords are the same. The
life is spend abroad, away from native place. You do not have much longing to visit your place
or for your relatives. You are happy, the way you are, wherever you are. Like in Hemmingway
novels, you think of old time but you also realise the steam engine is not there in your village.
Instead of fond of a place, you are fond of time, so you are not homesick but time-sick! Health
is more than ill health, good luck is more than bad luck, success is more than failure in this
chart.

w.
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Above description is given to help you understand the purpose of your life, your weakness
and strength, as a brief introduction.

Ravi dasha - Rahu bhukti 15-04-2011 to 09-03-2012:

ww

General / status of planet: Ravi is the 7th lord in 9th, he is aspected by his bitter enemy shani.
In rasi chakra ravi is with budha and ketu but the distance between them is considerable to
cause any significant influence on ravi. Rahu is posited in 4th and is aspected by budha. In
this chart, rahu represents kuja, shukra and budha. Ravi and rahu are in 6/8 with each other.
This also can be said as one of the worst periods of ravi dasha, other being chandra bhukti
[09.06.2010 to 08.12.2010].
Charisma, influence in society: Un kept hair, shabby, careless, confused.
Finance: There are financial strains due to change if (central) government policies.
Relationship with members
misunderstandings.

of
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Very
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Mental status: A strong dislike towards other members of the family, a desire to be away from
the confines of the wall. A fear that the closed room may engulf you or may that the walls may
collapse on you.

om

Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: There is too much involvement of your
brothers, sisters or friends in your personal life. This gives you a break, you can live with
them, pay visits to them (to be away from the house for some time), but their interference in
your life causes problems. Your people are apprehensive of your friends.
Courage / tolerance: No courage, always living in fear, rahu is in 3rd in saptamsha chart, afraid
thinking future of your children.
Transfers, shifting of place: None.
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Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : Repairs to all gadgets in the house. Also,
purchase of electronic gadgets - whether they are useful or not. Purchase of machinery and
other equipments related to office/business. This brings joy as if you purchased for your
domestic use.
Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Very bad.

Happiness: Domestic problems, misunderstandings and quarrels with all the people in the
house.

tro

Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Good time to learn few things in foreign
languages and computer tricks and tips. Fond of knowing more quickly, fond of general
knowledge, quizzes and also sad novels also you will learn few secret trade secrets or skills
related to life (we can public relationship).
Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Some minor communication gap.

as

Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Easily availability of loans but you should not be
tempted to take more than you need. Health problems related to upper chest that cause
confinement to bed for some days.

w.

Litigation, enquiries, court cases: None.

ww

Marriage, married life, partnership: The husband is also very strict or overcritical and you are
not happy 'inside the house'. This causes severe strains in marital life. Always working with
husband, helping him, taking workload and so equally or more taxed compared to husband.
There is no time for personal talks, frustrated with making a living.
Accidents, cuts and wounds :None.
Relationship with father, higher authorities: Misunderstanding with father, well-wishers and
elders. You will become more religious and you will try to learn the pronunciation of some
mantras. You can also take photography as hobby. But success is not seen, you will stop half
way. You are highly idealistic and over critical in your religious beliefs. Ill health to such
people.
Professional growth, change of job: There is lot of work, uncertainty and fear related to
profession, which directly affects domestic life. This causes friction with husband.

Success, contentment in life: Living abroad is the success and at the same time, being
separated from own people, own countrymen brings remorse. You feel important due to your
credit ratings but worthless as you will have to take loans.
Investments: Not a good period of investments (land, heavy machinery etc,) but you are force
to do some improvisations (tools, redoing the roof, some small machine to increase efficiency
or productivity).
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Remedial measures: Ravi and rahu are in 6/8 with each other. This also can be said as one of
the worst periods of ravi dasha. No shanti for ravi and rahu are needed as the bhukti is going
to end in a couple of months. You should recite the beeja mantras for ravi and rahu, minimum
18 times each, except for five days of the month. These and other navagraha mantras are
available in the site: www.astrovidya.com

Ravi dasha - Guru bhukti 09-03-2012 to 26-12-2012:

General / status of planet: Ravi is the 7th lord in 9th, he is aspected by his bitter enemy shani.
In rasi chakra ravi is with budha and ketu but the distance between them is considerable to
cause any significant influence on ravi. Guru is benefic 2nd and 11th lord in 3rd, retrograde.
He is aspected by shani the lagna and 12th lord. There is no mutual aspect between dasha and
bhukti lords and in bhava chakra they are in mutual kendra. This is a good period but the good
events described below happen now and then but is not continuous as guru is retrograde.

tro

Charisma, influence in society: Wise, learned, helpful, courageous.

Finance: Slowly (due to aspect of shani on guru) the financial positions improves.
Relationship with members of family: Excellent.
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Mental status: Happy, helpful and talkative when somebody makes you talk, otherwise silent.
Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: Your financial position is improving, you will
be able to help your friends also. There is good co-operation from them.

w.

Courage / tolerance: Very courageous - moral courage.
Transfers, shifting of place: There are less travels and tours.

ww

Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : You will purchase properties, tools etc, that will
be given as donation to temples, educational trusts, hospitals etc.,
Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Normal.
Happiness: The happiness is marriage life, unlike the previous bhukti, there is good lot of
improvement here.
Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Some minor progress in subjects like
social sciences and math, now and then. You will become wise in matters of life.
Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: The period is not good for children. There

will be some health problem to them or expenditure due to them.
Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Minor stomach problems.
Litigation, enquiries, court cases: Any litigation or problem that start during this bhukti will
take a lot of time to settle. It is better to avoid such things.

om

Marriage, married life, partnership: Excellent married life, guru is in lagna in own sign and
house in navamsha chart.
Accidents, cuts and wounds : None.

Relationship with father, higher authorities: Good, you have religious mentality also.
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Professional growth, change of job: Good progress in profession, guru is neecha and
retrograde in 10th in dashamsha chart. Such progress will not come easily, so much hard
work is required and at times there are reversals.
Success, contentment in life: You will be able to conduct / participate in great grand religious
functions and that involves money. You think your life is successful and contented due to
such opportunities.
Investments: You will be able to invest some small amount in companies or trade interests of
your friends, brothers and sisters. Some investments are made due to or on behalf of husband
or in husband's name.

as
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Remedial measures: This is a good period, just enjoy the life. As guru is retrograde, the
'goodness' does not happen always, at times nothing happens. It is better to give donation to
educational institutions, temples and also to read any religious book (geeta, ramayana,
bharata etc.,) of your choice in any language (not necessarily a sloka, stotra) for sometime
everyday.

Ravi dasha - Shani bhukti 26-12-2012 to 08-12-2013:
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General / status of planet: Ravi is the 7th lord in 9th, he is aspected by his bitter enemy shani.
In rasi chakra ravi is with budha and ketu but the distance between them is considerable to
cause any significant influence on ravi. Shani is lagna and 12th lord in lagna in own house and
sign. He is aspected by kuja. Ravi and shani are natural (bitter) enemies but they both of them
are functional benefics in this chart.
Charisma, influence in society: Healthy and confident, respect from relatives and friends.
Finance: Steady but drizzling.
Relationship with members of family: Not adverse to them but you desire that less people may
visit you.
Mental status: Lazy and active and hard working on alternative, as shani is both lagna and
12th lord, desire to be lonely, less talking even with husband.

Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: Firm relationship with these people, at times
strained. You will realise you have many reliable friends, shani is in lagna in own house and
sign in dreshkana chart.
Courage / tolerance: Very courageous and patient.
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Transfers, shifting of place: This is the period of stability, there will be not transfers, even if
you desire also.
Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : Acquisition of some properties, heavy duty
machines for profession. Purchase of agricultural tools or metal objects.
Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Not up to the mark.
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Happiness: Happy to be abroad, inclination to enjoy laziness.

Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Slow but steady progress in education or
knowledge related to health and investments.
Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Good relationship with children. But you will
feel bad, as you are drawn into friction (generation gap) between your husband and children.
Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Minor health problems related to face like boils
caused by impurity in blood. Health problems due to hot and cold! Like running nose and high
temperature. Cure from health problems, loans or any other problem.

tro

Litigation, enquiries, court cases: Avoid any friction with government agencies, higher officers
also also subordinates or servants.
Marriage, married life, partnership: Not up to the mark.
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Accidents, cuts and wounds : None.

w.

Relationship with father, higher authorities: One of the elderly relative may pass away. You
will become more religious but unorthodox, you will prefer meditation sort of thing than public
functions or rituals. There will be problems from government to small extent.
Professional growth, change of job: Slow but good professional development. More of hard
work but the progress is not up to the expectation.
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Success, contentment in life: You consider that the life is successful due to properties you
have acquired.
Investments: You can invest, but it would not fetch great returns. This period is neither good
nor bad for investments. But it is difficult to get amount to invest.
Remedial measures: This is the period lagna lord as well as 12th lord. So, shani desires to
stay neutral giving equal amount of profit-loss, success-failure. Also, this is the dasha - bhukti
of two natural malefics who are bitter enemies. This period is not good for elders in your
family as well as your children. No shanti is required, but you should recite shani and ravi
kavacha so that neural shani becomes beneficial shani, giving more good results.

Ravi dasha - Budha bhukti 08-12-2013 to 14-10-2014:

om

General / status of planet: Ravi is the 7th lord in 9th, he is aspected by his bitter enemy shani.
In rasi chakra ravi is with budha and ketu but the distance between them is considerable to
cause any significant influence on ravi. Budha is 5th and 8th lord in the 10th house and is
aspected by kuja and shani. Ravi and budha are in 12/2 with each other (pl. see bhava chakra).
Like previous bhukti, this is also a mixed period.
Charisma, influence in society: A bit fat, confused, devoted to children.
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Finance: There will be losses or heavy expenditure due to friends, brothers, sisters or
relatives.
Relationship with members of family: Good.

Mental status: Devotional, happy with children, good hobbies and also deeply distress due to
humiliation, a personal failure or somebody's passing away.
Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: Good relationship with brothers, sisters and
friends. This will be helpful in your professional matters and also regarding your children.
Courage / tolerance: No tolerance, no courage.

tro

Transfers, shifting of place: Some journeys.

Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : Some minor purchase (many but value is less)
due to children.
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Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Normal.
Happiness: Happiness due to well being of children. Though not religious, attached to God,
praying God for well being of children ('Just in case, he is there!').

w.

Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Mind is so dull, lethargic and tired - you will
not even understand the newspapers!

ww

Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Good progress of children, there is lot of
happiness due to them, budha is in 7th in his own sign and house in saptamsha chart.
Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Good health and also a minor skin operation as a
curing process.
Litigation, enquiries, court cases: The more you think or plan you will hit more difficulties.
Just drop such ideas.
Marriage, married life, partnership: Good relationship, there are no problems in marriage at all.
Accidents, cuts and wounds : None.
Relationship with father, higher authorities: Some gift with blessings is expected from some

elderly well wishers. This gives you moral boost. No religious mentality at all - you are
confused more to concentrate, the more information or knowledge you have, the more
disbelief in God, during this bhukti. ('Yesterday, 200 people including women and children
were killed in Sudan. What sin had all these people committed? Is there any God, after all?')

om

Professional growth, change of job: Good professional advancement. Change in job or nature
of job. It could also cause a temporary stoppage in job. The job involves many aspects like
multi- tasking.
Success, contentment in life: Budha is neecha in the 8th in ekadashamsha chart, this period is
considered by you as the worst period as there are not developments in life. Job changes
shake you up. There is no contentment.
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Investments: Not a good period for investments.

Remedial measures: This is the mixed period as budha and ravi are in 12/2 in bhava chakra,
also budha is the 8th lord. It is better to recite ravi and budha kavacha during this bhukti. No
shanti is required. You should be mentally prepared to wind of some thing old - like job,
relationship or a hobby.

Ravi dasha - Ketu bhukti 14-10-2014 to 19-02-2015:

tro

General / status of planet: Ravi is the 7th lord in 9th, he is aspected by his bitter enemy shani.
In rasi chakra ravi is with budha and ketu but the distance between them is considerable to
cause any significant influence on ravi. Ketu is another side of rahu. Ketu is in 10th,
unaspected. In this chart, ketu represents budha, ravi and kuja. Like budha, ketu is also in
12/2 with ravi. Ketu is with ravi in rasi chart. The trends of previous budha bhukti will run in
the back ground, as ketu is in the star of budha.

as

Charisma, influence in society: Nagging boss.

Finance: Better, there are no serious problems in financial matters.

w.

Relationship with members of family: Good but moody relationship.
Mental status: Argumentative and worrisome for small problems. Not satisfied with servants,
system, job or anything.
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Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: Not a healthy relationship. Either these
people have health problems or the relationship stinks.
Courage / tolerance: No courage, no tolerance.
Transfers, shifting of place: A desire to change the house, place or job etc., but is not
possible.
Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : Repairs to household gadgets, insects and pests
increase in the house. Professional frustrations affect domestic life. You will purchase some
things, you do not require nor know how to operate!

Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Strained relationship.
Happiness: Being away in a foreign land, achieving some success there, brings you
happiness.
Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: None.

om

Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Good relationship with children. It is
because of them, you desire to continue to work. You are worried about the expenditure due
to children, though the amount is not big, the trend of expenditure worries you.
Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Generally good health, sprains and pain in the
legs, particularly left leg.
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Litigation, enquiries, court cases: None.

Marriage, married life, partnership: Good relationship with husband but some frication due to
household matters ('But who will repair the crack in the roof?')
Accidents, cuts and wounds : None.

Relationship with father, higher authorities: Very good religious mentality. Keen on learning
or reciting mantras. Good relationship with higher authorities, father and such elderly well
wishers. Sickness to elderly people.
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Professional growth, change of job: Professional dissatisfaction is the main feature of this
bhukti. If there were no job changes (or changes in nature of job) in previous bhukti, it will
happen now. This causes more fear, than required.
Success, contentment in life: None.
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Investments: Not a good period for investments. You are not keen and there is no surplus
money also!

w.

Remedial measures: This period is more confusing and eventless (boring). There is mental
fears and sufferings than physical ones. No shanti or japa is required. You should try to keep
yourself cheerful always to drive away boredom.
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Ravi dasha - Shukra bhukti 19-02-2015 to 19-02-2016:
General / status of planet: Ravi is the 7th lord in 9th, he is aspected by his bitter enemy shani.
In rasi chakra ravi is with budha and ketu but the distance between them is considerable to
cause any significant influence on ravi. This is the last bhukti of ravi dasha, shukra is benefit
4th and 9th lord but is in 8th house and is aspected by chandra and rahu. The debilitation of
shukra is cancelled. This is the last bhukti of ravi dasha, no important decisions should be
taken in the last six months of this bhukti.
Charisma, influence in society: Healthy, good to look at, air of aristocrat and religious person,
yet the person speaks with pessimism.

Finance: Some monthly income is expected from deposits, rentals etc., The financial position
is excellent throughout this bhukti.
Relationship with members of family: Good.
Mental status: Happy, escapism ('let me think of this problem tomorrow'). Religious in praying
for more wealth and anti-religious in other times. Negative thinking.
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Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: There are no significant changes.
Courage / tolerance: This period has nothing to do with this topic.
Transfers, shifting of place: None.
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Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : Sale of some properties like house, gold or
vehicles or mortgaging which reduces the pleasure of using it. Purchase of properties which
do not have resale value - purchased due to impulses. Frequent break down of equipments.
Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Not up to the mark.
Happiness: Unhappiness due to property matters. Talking and spending makes you happy.
Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: None, shukra is neecha in 2nd in
chaturvimshamsha chart.
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Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Expenses due to children and also such
expenses pay you back after some time. Budha cancels the debilitation in 7th in saptamsha
chart.
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Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Health problems related to feet, water transmitted
diseases and frequent stomach upsets due to over indulgence in eating or anything. Shukra is
neecha in 11th, meena rasi in shashtamsha chart.
Litigation, enquiries, court cases: None.

w.

Marriage, married life, partnership: Excellent married life, there will be religious functions you
attend due to husband.
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Accidents, cuts and wounds : This is the conjoined period of 7th lord and planet in the 8th and
also junction of two dashas. You are prone to cuts, wounds and accidents involving vehicles,
animals (like cows, horses, donkeys) and hot objects, glass or mirrors. There is no danger to
life. Remedial measures to ravi and shukra are must. As shukra is in ashtamsha lagna, it is
possible to reduce the intensity and possibility of such event.
Relationship with father, higher authorities: Anti religious feeling, an elderly person will pass
away, though you will pray the gods of wealth - Mahalakshmi etc., You will get some gifts,
prizes, inheritance etc.,
Professional growth, change of job: Good professional development, shukra is in 10th in
dashamsha chart.
Success, contentment in life: You think your life is successful due to your position (job) in

society and also due to your acquaintance with people of influence.
Investments: You should protect against sale of holdings, properties by postponing or any
alternative methods. This is not the time for fresh investments.

Chandra dasha - Chandra bhukti 19-02-2016 to 20-12-2016:

om

Remedial measures: This is the last bhukti of ravi dasha, no important decisions should be
taken in the last six months of this bhukti. In the event you have to, then you should consult
your elders and well wishers. Shanti for ravi and shukra MUST be done at the time of start of
the bhukti. Also, you should recite beeja mantras for ravi and shukra throughout this bhukti.
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General / status of planet: Chandra is the 6th lord, a natural benefic and functional malefic in
the 2nd house. He is aspected by kuja, shukra and ketu. This is own bhukti of dasha lord and
slowly it unfolds. No significant events are possible in this bhukti itself.
Charisma, influence in society: A good person who helps subordinates and poor, of delicate
health, money but does not manage money properly.
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Finance: Easy money, some times from loans. You should remember that you should
maintain certain restrictions and should not spend all. As kuja the 10th lord aspects chandra,
profession goes on well, there is good amount of money from job. There is income from
rentals and other properties. As shukra is the 9th lord, money easily comes to you, but does
not stay for a long time - it is in the form of coins but not gold coins, and not dollar bills. Many
small streams but not big river.
Relationship with members of family: Excellent.

Mental status: Worries due to profession, as ketu aspects chandra from 10th house.
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Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: Good relationship with these people, there is
money flow due to them or through them. Also, there will be some amount of expenditure also,
but all these work for your benefit, chandra is in 6th in own sign in dreshkana chart.
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Courage / tolerance: No courage or tolerance
Transfers, shifting of place: Many short distance travels but no change of place.
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Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : There is purchase of properties through loan
facility, though these are not costly. Purchase of some items for children or by children to
you as gifts for your hobby or pleasure! Gifts, hobbies, children are interlinked in this case.
Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Excellent.
Happiness: Being religious, good relationship with righteous people brings you happiness.
Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Some short term education is possible
related to cooking, ice-cream making, water management.
Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: There will be settlement of children, they will

be in profession or they will cause your professional advancement or give you contentment (a
purpose in lire achieved).
Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Easy availability of loans. There are diseases
which are under perfect control and easy to cure. You are prone to diseases related to water.
Litigation, enquiries, court cases: None.
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Marriage, married life, partnership: Not up to the mark as your moods are changing and you
are not particular of married life.
Accidents, cuts and wounds : None.
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Relationship with father, higher authorities: Excellent, you like them and serving them will
increase your punya. You are very religious and recite various mantras and do various
poojas.
Professional growth, change of job: Good professional growth, good income from job.
Success, contentment in life: Having good friends and courage is termed as success. There is
no contentment but there no disappointments also. Your preferences will go on changing.
Investments: This is not the time for investments, you desire to have lot of money in your
purse and savings account.
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Remedial measures: As chandra is the 6th lord, he causes various diseases, the diseases are
in such a way the come in the afternoon and leave by late evening. It is better to recite
chandra kavacha everyday during the complete chandra dasha.
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Chandra dasha - Mangala bhukti 20-12-2016 to 21-07-2017:

w.

General / status of planet: Chandra is the 6th lord, a natural benefic and functional malefic in
the 2nd house. He is aspected by kuja, shukra and ketu. Kuja is the 3rd and 10th lord in 7th
and is aspected by shani, another malefic. Both chandra and kuja re in 6/8 from each other.
Charisma, influence in society: Moody, arrogant, able in the profession.
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Finance: There will be financial problems or loan problems due to husband and this causes
strains in relationship.
Relationship with members of family: Not up to the mark.
Mental status: Easily agitated, quarrels with all.
Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: Good.
Courage / tolerance: At times arrogant and courageous and other times timid and running
away.
Transfers, shifting of place: None.

Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : Some properties are acquired due to husband.
Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Bad.
Happiness: Your courage good children and living abroad bring you happiness.
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Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Some education related to math, logic or
accounts is possible.
Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Relationship with children is worst.
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Health problems, Loans, Service problems: This is the conjoined period of 6th and 7th lords.
One small operation will be performed on feet or stomach or chest region to correct a
problem. Complete recovery is seen.
Litigation, enquiries, court cases: None.

Marriage, married life, partnership: Your brothers, sisters and friends come close to your
husband and he likes them. If there is some misunderstandings between them, it will
disappear. You will exert more demands on your husband or try to overpower him. Due to
mutual aspect between shani and kuja, the marital life is at its worst. As kuja is in 8th exalted
with ravi in navamsha chart, the marriage may reach a breaking point but will survive.
Accidents, cuts and wounds : None.
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Relationship with father, higher authorities: This aspect is at the worst possible. Many trips
and pilgrimages but no devotion to God.
Professional growth, change of job: In your job, you will be supporting your husband. Or
taking care of the husband (not for any medical reason!) also becomes your job, 10th lord is in
7th. There are professional problems due to enemies at work.
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Success, contentment in life: So many activities, you are not able to consider whether the
period is / was success one or not.
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Investments: Not a bad period, but there is not to invest!
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Remedial measures: As chandra and kuja are in 6/8 with each other, there is no
understanding, it is said. Yet, as kuja aspects chandra, the dasha lord, he dictates terms to
dasha lord, it cannot be said not having understanding! It is better that chandra is
overpowered as he is 6th lord. As such, no shanti is required but it is better to recite chandra
and kuja beeja mantras, minimum 18 times a day each to keep the situation under control.

Chandra dasha - Rahu bhukti 21-07-2017 to 20-01-2019:
General / status of planet: Chandra is the 6th lord, a natural benefic and functional malefic in
the 2nd house. He is aspected by kuja, shukra and ketu. Rahu is posited in 4th and is
aspected by budha. In this chart, rahu represents kuja, shukra and budha.
Charisma, influence in society: Confused and moody.

Finance: This period has nothing to do with finances.
Relationship with members of family: Very strained, arguments and tears. You will hurt more
when crying.
Mental status: Moody person and can suddenly recompose.

om

Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: There is too much involvement of your
brothers, sisters or friends in your personal life. This disturbs your mental peace.
Courage / tolerance: No courage, moody and always living in fear, rahu is in 3rd in saptamsha
chart and chandra is in 2nd in bhava chakra.

vid
ya
.c

Transfers, shifting of place: Many travels, you do not like to inside the house.

Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : Repairs to all gadgets in the house. Also,
purchase of electronic gadgets - whether they are useful or not. Purchase of machinery and
other equipments related to office/business. This causes financial shortage.
Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Very bad.

Happiness: Domestic problems, minor misunderstandings in the house.

Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Good time to learn few things in foreign
languages and computer tricks and tips. But the courses should be of short duration.

tro

Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Some minor communication gap.
Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Easily availability of loans but you should not be
tempted to take more than you need. Health problems related to upper chest, feet and
stomach that cause confinement to bed for some days.

as

Litigation, enquiries, court cases: None.

w.

Marriage, married life, partnership: The husband is also very strict or overcritical and you are
not happy 'inside the house'. This causes severe strains in marital life. Always working with
husband, helping him, taking workload and so equally or more taxed compared to husband.
There is mood to reconcile and lead a happy domestic life.

ww

Accidents, cuts and wounds :None.

Relationship with father, higher authorities: Misunderstanding with father, well-wishers and
elders. You will become more religious and you will try to learn the pronunciation of some
mantras. You can also take photography as hobby. But success is not seen, you will stop half
way. You are highly idealistic and over critical in your religious beliefs. Ill health to such
people.
Professional growth, change of job: There is lot of work, uncertainty and fear related to
profession, which directly affects domestic life. This causes friction with husband.
Success, contentment in life: Living abroad is the success and at the same time, being
separated from own people, own countrymen brings remorse. You feel important due to your

credit ratings but worthless as you will have to take loans.
Investments: Not a good period of investments (land, heavy machinery etc,) but you are force
to do some improvisations (tools, redoing the roof, some small machine to increase efficiency
or productivity).

Chandra dasha - Guru bhukti 20-01-2019 to 21-05-2020:

om

Remedial measures: The results are similar to rahu bhukti of ravi dasha but there are
considerable improvements. This is better than the previous rahu bhukti. It is better to recite
rahu kavacha everyday once. No shanti is needed.

vid
ya
.c

General / status of planet: Chandra is the 6th lord, a natural benefic and functional malefic in
the 2nd house. He is aspected by kuja, shukra and ketu. Guru is benefic 2nd and 11th lord in
3rd, retrograde. He is aspected by shani the lagna and 12th lord. Guru and chandra are in 12/2
with each other. This is a good period compared to rahu bhukti but the good events described
below happen now and then but is not continuous as guru is retrograde.
Charisma, influence in society: Wise, learned, helpful, timid.

Finance: Good financial improvement. There is good money flow from various resources.
Dasha is of the planet in 2nd house while the bhukti is of 2nd lord. There will also be minor
financial constraints due to liberal attitude, helping others and over investments.

tro

Relationship with members of family: Excellent but at times some tears due to mood swings.
Mental status: Good and helping nature, always happy.

as

Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: Excellent. You have some expenditure due to
them.
Courage / tolerance: Moral courage.

w.

Transfers, shifting of place: There are more travels and tours, there is also a possibility of
permanently shifting to other place but will stay abroad only.

ww

Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : You will purchase properties as the means of
investments than own use, considering the future of your children. Also you will give
donations to temples, educational trusts, hospitals etc.,
Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Very good.
Happiness: The happiness is due to husband, children or any person in the house. You are
always wiling to welcome somebody to your house.
Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Some minor progress in subjects like
social sciences and literature. There is emotion and also wisdom. You may get involved in
theatre, creative activities, social service or religious functions.
Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Minor misunderstandings. There will be

some health problem that causes concern.
Health problems, Loans, Service problems: Minor stomach problems.
Litigation, enquiries, court cases: You may have the law on your side, there could be initial
victory but the process will take a lot of time, you should avoid any friction, litigation.

om

Marriage, married life, partnership: Excellent married life, guru is in lagna in own sign and
house in navamsha chart. It is not only with married life there is success in any association or
partnership, winning manners, success in various ventures.
Accidents, cuts and wounds : None.

vid
ya
.c

Relationship with father, higher authorities: Religious mentality. Benevolent and helping
others.
Professional growth, change of job: Good progress in profession, guru is neecha and
retrograde in 10th in dashamsha chart. Such progress will not come easily, so much hard
work is required and at times there are reversals. But such things will not put you off, you are
prepared to face and also you have a jolly good mentality.
Success, contentment in life: You will be able to conduct / participate in great grand religious
functions and that involves money. You think your life is successful and contented due to
such opportunities.

tro

Investments: Good investments will be made during this time due to your friends, brothers,
sisters and neighbours. You should ensure that you get the benefits of investments and not
your friends. However, there is large scale benefits to you, guru aspects his own 11th house.

as

Remedial measures: Both dasha and bhukti lords are natural benefics and are not adverse to
each other. They are neutral, to have more benefits of the bhukti on the lines mentioned
above, you should recite chandra and guru kavacha, each one time a day. No shanti etc., are
required.

w.

Chandra dasha - Shani bhukti 21-05-2020 to 20-12-2021:

ww

General / status of planet: Chandra is the 6th lord, a natural benefic and functional malefic in
the 2nd house. He is aspected by kuja, shukra and ketu. Shani is lagna and 12th lord in lagna
in own house and sign. He is aspected by kuja. Chandra does not hate shani while shani
hates chandra. Like previous bhukti lord, shani is also in 12 to chandra, while guru was in 2nd
from chandra.
Charisma, influence in society: Moody, isolated, at times dull and slow to react.
Finance: Stability in financial position, though the amount of inflow is not to the extent of
previous bhukti.
Relationship with members of family: Good, but does not desire to have large number of
people in the house, unlike previous bhukti.

Mental status: Cool and composed but not sorrowful.
Relationship with brothers / sisters and friends: Firm relationship with these people, at times
strained. You will realise you have many reliable friends, shani is in lagna in own house and
sign in dreshkana chart.
Courage / tolerance: Very courageous and patient.

om

Transfers, shifting of place: This is the period of stability, there will be not transfers, even if
you desire also.
Purchase of property, vehicles, house etc., : Acquisition of some properties, heavy duty
machines for profession. Purchase of agricultural tools or metal objects.

vid
ya
.c

Relationship with mother/ motherland or native place: Not much relationship, they run only in
background of life.
Happiness: Happy to be abroad, inclination to enjoy laziness.

Education / Further education, Gain of knowledge: Slow but steady progress in education or
knowledge related to health and investments.
Children, relationship with them, birth, progress: Good relationship with children. But you will
feel bad, as you are drawn into friction (generation gap) between your husband and children.

tro

Health problems, Loans, Service problems: There is considerable improvement in health; you
will be able to clear loans, there are no service problems. Occasional ill health due to
emotional disturbance, leg pain or stomach upsets.
Litigation, enquiries, court cases: None.

as

Marriage, married life, partnership: Normal.

w.

Accidents, cuts and wounds : This is the conjoined period of lagna, 12th and 2nd significator
who is also 6th lord. You are prone to some minor accidents that are caused due to water, iron
objects, old furniture etc., which confines you in bed for some time.

ww

Relationship with father, higher authorities: One of the elderly relative may pass away. You
will become more religious but orthodox, you will prefer meditation well as rituals. There will
be problems from government to very small extent.
Professional growth, change of job: Slow but good professional development. More of hard
work but the progress is not up to the expectation.
Success, contentment in life: You will consider living abroad and having a good name as
success in life. There is lot of contentment.
Investments: No profit and no loss. If you have money and inclination, you can do.
Remedial measures: As chandra and shani are in 12/2, it is better to recite shani and chandra
kavacha one time each during his bhukti, so that the quality of married life, financial situation
and investments will improve. This can completely avoid any cuts and wounds.
HARIHI OM
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